BONUS: 5 MORE FUNDRAISING
IDEAS FOR YOUR SPORTS TEAM

1. Grocery Delivery
Helping out with chores such as lawn mowing or garage cleaning is a nice
way to free up precious time for your fans and give back to the community.
Aside from those ideas, you can offer grocery delivery services. Partner
with your local store and advertise your services in the store with flyers.
Small tasks such as these are an excellent opportunity to connect with
your fans and possibly negotiate a sponsorship with the store’s owner.

2. Food Truck Party
Find a local food truck and partner with it to promote team signed and
created dishes. You can ask the truck owner if they would be willing to
park the truck at the venue of the game.
Hot dogs are always a favorite but you can also try a mexican food truck
or burger truck to name a dish or two after your team and allow you to
keep a portion of the profits in exchange for truck promotion.

3. $1 Candy Bars
No matter which candy bar it is, everyone loves a piece of chocolate!
With the low price of $1, everyone can afford it and adults may even
purchase multiples. If you partner with the right brand, you could keep up
as much as 50% of the sales and make everyone’s game experience
much sweeter.
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4. Fitness Class
Get your community active by having your team members teach a fitness
class.
You don’t have to make an elaborate exercise plan, sometimes a simple
set of warm up exercises or stretches is enough to get everyone moving.
Charge a small entry fee per person and consider including your local gym
in the event promotion.

5. Backyard BBQ
The last idea on the list is tied to summertime.
No one can resist a good barbeque, especially when it’s paired with a
sport event!
Make sure that your team is grilling more than just burgers so you can
accommodate for everyone’s taste and promote the event on social
media, your website, and with flyers.
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